Tomorrow the 21st begins the solstice and a new cycle of nine days.

I don't know if the more recent term [Unidentified Aerial Phenomena] began with military operations (US Space Force, for example) or somewhere else, but it's caught on. Are the more frequent recent reports of significance, or just more excitement? Since "Ph" = "F" shouldn't it be UAFs? OK, I've picked a really small nit there. Quite a "fenomena."

Q: Esteemed Committee, has Earth had more, less or the same amount of Alien ET visits since the 1940s?
C: More.

Q: Has it been a steady increase over the eight decades or so, high and low points or has it been a sharper increase recently?
C: Sharper increase recently, with steady visits since the 1940s. Before that, visits were also steady but fewer.

Q: As y'all explained, the development of nuclear energy and weapons.
C: Yes. This is not the principal reason for increased visitation, but it has contributed.

Q: Are the increased recent reports due principally or solely to better human photography and video technology or true desires of Alien ET visitors to reveal their presence?
C: Almost entirely due to better video and still image capability, but increased presence is about one quarter of the effect. The other half of increased human capability is rapid distribution of images, the internet or interwebs, as humans say.

Q: As changes come to Earth's "operation" will we see more Alien ETs and because of the changes?
C: Humans will not see more alien extraterrestrials, however closer encounters will occur in of the near term we speak. Changes are up to humans to decide. Reluctance lies entirely with human reaction. The new neighbor is not typically expected to do anything for you or for the neighborhood, and overall the expectation of existing residents is that little change because of one new neighbor. If general improvements are done, that is excellent as residents would see it, however this is not common and even rare.

Humans do not recognize human authority to make this decision.

The revelation of alien extraterrestrial visitation and knowledge about Earth will be done this way, and humans shall choose, not your visitor neighbors.

Q: To make such a decision requires enough human awareness, its spread means the decision need not be made; just knowing Alien ET visitors will make more open appearance and contacts if we want it, without even holding an "election" will bring it about. The oldest logic question around: which came first, the cart or the horse?
C: Given that you know humans were created by alien extraterrestrial visitors, the process will be no more than a larger re-acquaintance of what was once and often, a direct relationship.
Human fear, willingness becoming desire to believe the negative—a taught, instructed and intentional process—must be overcome by humans. Alien extraterrestrial visitors could force the issue and bring about acceptance of their existence across a large extension of Earth's human population, however this would be intensely condescending, patronizing thus counterproductive. Treating others as naïve children suggests others are lesser, and child-like. This invites reciprocal treatment, if consistency is maintained. Doing unto others, as humans often say.

Q: Is the low benefit for alien extraterrestrials part of the process?
C: Yes.

Q: Why has any contact occurred at all, then?
C: The aliens who made the contacts wanted something unavailable without human agreement. Humans believe humans own Planet Earth, and this belief can only be changed by humans. Your galactic federation of friends have protected this aspect of human existence since the beginning, because alien extraterrestrial visitors created by seeding, all life which exists on Earth now, long, long ago.

Q: Don't Alien ETs from other planets and solar systems "own" their planets?
C: No, this ownership of land concept is different. Humans do not own land, humans agree to control land and call it ownership. This naturally extends to the planet and surface portions.

Q: Can Alien ETs conceal themselves from us all the time?
C: Yes, however the methods also restrict their ability to observe Earth, depending on the method, the technology of the civilization and specific circumstances.

Q: What gets restricted?
C: Radar, sonar, photography, infrared imagery, x-ray interior imagery of solid objects and telepathic communication.

Q: So ETs will uncover or de-cloak just to look closer and better?
C: Yes, in nearly every case.

Q: How about contacts with "government" officials? Who keeps those quiet?
C: Humans. The decision to reveal the existence and topics of these meetings was affirmatively, actively explained to humans as being the province & purview of humans. The visitors had no objection or reluctance to human revelation among humans, which was welcomed. Humans chose to conceal. Humans perceive power from concealment.

A Reader asks:
In one channeling I heard that Jesus or a fractal of Jesus was reincarnated into the physical during this generation for a couple of years, in the USA. This has been turning in my mind, as I have a gut feeling that I am aware of the family into which he would have been or was born. However, I do not wish to identify that family for obvious reasons. Will the Committee please answer:

Q1: Was Jesus or a fractal of him born into this physical world, in the USA, for a couple of years?
C: Ah ha, a buzzword and to this we say, every human is a fractal by your use and the definition below we have asked your channel to include. You mean to ask if the soul who once incarnated as Jesus Christ has re-incarnated, the answer is yes. In unrecognizable form and role,
not related to "his" incarnation as Yeshua who became inspiration for the religion which followed him.

**Fractal** [ˈfræktəl]  
**NOUN**

1. a curve or geometric figure, each part of which has the same statistical character as the whole. Fractals are useful in modeling structures (such as eroded coastlines or snowflakes) in which similar patterns recur at progressively smaller scales, and in describing partly random or chaotic phenomena such as crystal growth, fluid turbulence and galaxy formation.

*Q2:* If so, is my gut feeling about the family into which he was born, correct? Please feel free to read my thoughts and the gut feeling about the identity of this family.

C: Yes. You will need to explain your feeling, this is your sole decision, if you are asked and desire. As we said, the subsequent incarnation is only after-the-fact of Yeshua, by virtue of the Earth timeline and sequential nature. For and of the soul, it is neither before nor after, just another portion of another spoke along one of many wheels.

In your home of heaven, no soul is special in the way humans rank, categorize and arrange importance or its absence. This does not mean importance on Earth in human societies is lessened. These two are independent but can be matched and connected.

The desire a quality, trait, characteristic or life course will extend into other human life incarnations, is variable and at the soul's sole discretion, with agreement of other souls who will interact or be affected, also by their agreement.

Recall the many of you might, the discussions on these pages about lower selves and the opposite. Fractal is a better way to describe a portion of your soul of which awareness and connection seem available and operational in your human lives.

Every human can be described as fractal. The extension of your soul opens when you sleep. One you awaken, you fall back asleep and become a fractal.

*Q:* Thank you, Committee.

C: Welcome are all and always.